Increasing the Net Worth of the 99%
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Harvest uses AI & automation to help consumers increase
net worth & achieve financial stability based on the
PRO Index™, a leading indicator of financial health.
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The average American:
• Spends $720 a year in bank fees alone
• Can’t afford a $500 emergency expense
• Has $34,000 in debt (excluding mortgages)
• Pays $280,000 in interest over the course
of their life
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Harvest brings customers on a journey from
debt to prosperity, increasing the net worth
of a $35K salaried worker by at least $70K
over 10 years through financial automation.
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Harvest Platform is the one-stop shop
for achieving financial stability
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•

Aggregates all your financial accounts in
one place to monitor and take control of
financial progress.

•

Every action and financial habit is tied to a
consumer’s PRO Index, which they can
readily reference as they build their wealth
through Harvest

•

Harvest offerings include bank fee refunds,
no-fee banking, debt management,
recurring payment tracker, and new
features every quarter.

Harvest Platform is reinventing financial
measurements by putting the consumer first
Full Wallet View
User is incentivized to
link all of their available
accounts for a full wallet
view and more accurate
PRO Index.

Transparent Scoring
Components of PRO
Index are clearly laid out
for user to see and
understand how their
decisions affect their
PRO Index
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Clear Relation of
Score to Product
All actions within the
Harvest ecosystem are
directly tied to a
measurable impact on
the PRO Index.

Beyond transparency alone, Harvest leverages AI
and automation to increase the net worth of its users
Manage Expenses &
Debts

One central picture

See all your expenses
and debts through an
interactive visualization

See all your accounts in
one place with action
items to improve them

See Recurring
Payments
Harvest tracks recurring
payments across all
accounts

Negotiate Bank Fees
Automatically negotiate
bank fees and interest
charges

Data-driven product development
Harvest Platform has several organic touchpoints with the
customer to drive future product decisions
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Nami Baral, Founder & CEO
Prior to Harvest, Nami was a product leader building
real time negotiation products and managing a global
team for demand at Twitter. Before joining Twitter
pre-IPO, Nami gained her financial sector expertise
as an investment banker in New York.
Nami graduated from Harvard University with a
degree in Math and Economics. Nami was recently
named on NYC Fintech Women’s 2019 list of
Inspiring Fintech Females.

Operating Team Profile
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Investors

About PRO Index™
PRO Index ™ (PariFi Rating & Opportunity Index) is a proprietary
financial health score developed by Harvest Platform (PariFi Inc.)
Unlike the credit score, which is a lagging indicator of credit risk,
PRO Index is a leading indicator of financial health. The PRO Index
is the first public-facing measurement to leverage cash flow data
and machine learning to give the user a true understanding of their
financial health, the way their lenders see it.
A user simply links their current financial accounts and verifies their
income to generate a PRO Index. Once the index is generated, they
can use any of the platform’s products to improve their financial
health.
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For lenders, Harvest provides
Ability-to-Pay as a Service (A2PaaS)
Full Wallet View
Unique B2C platform that has
organic incentives for users to
link all of their available accounts
for a full wallet view and more
accurate PRO Index.

Leading Indicator to Aid
Lagging Credit Scores
In a post-COVID world where
traditional credit scores provide, at
best, a lagging indicator of risk, PRO
Index provides real time analysis of
financial health.
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Ability to Pay, in real time
With transactional scoring
updated in real-time, Harvest is
the only platform that shows the
users’ Ability to Pay dynamically,
as opposed to just at the time of
application.

Identify and Assist Pre-Arrears
Customers Immediately
Real-time nature of PRO Index allows lenders to
identify pre-arrears customers immediately,
thereby improving recovery. Every 1%
improvement in recovery yields 1B+ savings for
America’s top 5 creditors and is essential for
post-COVID P&L recovery.

